CENTURY PROJECT PARTNERS


Olson Kundig
Olson Kundig is a Seattle-based design practice founded on the ideas that buildings can serve as
a bridge between nature, culture and people, and that inspiring surroundings have a positive
effect on people’s lives. The firm specializes in new and renovated residential projects,
particularly for art collectors; mixed-use buildings; academic, cultural and civic projects;
museums and exhibit design; places of worship; urban design; interior and product design for
clients around the globe. Olson Kundig, led by Design Principal, Alan Maskin, and Project
Architect, Blair Payson, is the architect for the Century Project.



Hoffman Construction
With offices in both Oregon and Washington, Hoffman Construction Company is one of the
largest general contractors in the United States and has completed some of the most
challenging projects in the world. Hoffman is the general contractor for the Century Project.



Seneca Group
Based in Seattle, Seneca Group has earned a reputation for delivering quality real estate
advisory and development management services to private and public sector clients throughout
the Pacific Northwest. Seneca Group is acting as the development manager for the Century
Project.



Front, Inc.
Front Inc. is a design consulting firm comprised of more than fifty professionals with
backgrounds in architecture and structural, mechanical, and environmental engineering. By
engaging fully with their partners in the design and construction industry, Front provides
strategic advice and intensive collaboration to realize innovative solutions in building design.
The company provides specialist façade system design expertise and are advising on glazing
design for the Century Project. Established in 2002, Front has completed nearly two hundred
unique projects to date.



Tihany Design
Widely regarded as one of the world’s preeminent hospitality designers, Adam D. Tihany has
created hotel and dining interiors at some of the most iconic properties around the globe,
including Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, One & Only Cape Town, The Beverly Hills Hotel, Four
Seasons Resort Dubai at Jumeirah Beach, and Atmosphere at The Burj Khalifa. Tihany was one of
the first designers to collaborate with celebrity chefs, creating signature restaurants for culinary
stars such as Thomas Keller, Heston Blumenthal, and Jean-Georges Vongerichten. Now setting
his sights on the seas, Tihany is bringing his visionary design concepts to the next wave of

Holland America Line and ultra luxury Seabourn vessels, slated for delivery through 2018. Tihany
is working on a new restaurant and lounge concept for the Century Project.


Herzog Glass
Since its inception in 1964, by Robert Herzog following his experience as a superintendent on
the original Space Needle build, Herzog Glass has been an industry leader in the greater Seattle
area. Known as the “go-to” glazing company for difficult projects, Herzog Glass has not only
been integral to the design concept of the remodel, but is responsible for the installation of
glass throughout the project. Most notably Herzog Glass is installing 2,500-pound barrier glass
using a custom glass setting machine, as well as the soffit, floor, and vision glass on the
restaurant level and Observation Deck. From concept to procurement to install, Herzog Glass
has been there every step of the way.



Arup
Arup is a world-renown, multi-disciplinary firm of firm of designers, planners, engineers,
consultants and technical specialists, working across every aspect of today’s built environment.
They are serving as the electrical, mechanical and structural engineer for the Century Project.
Based in London, and starting with the engineering of Australia’s Sydney Opera House, Arup has
strived to solve the most complex challenges – turning exciting ideas into tangible reality.



Breedt Production Tooling & Design
Breedt Production Tooling & Design (BPT Design) is a tooling and design house that creates
solutions for challenges facing global and local original equipment machines across the
manufacturing industry including, but not limited to: aerospace, vertical lifting equipment, and
construction supplies. BPT Design Owner Andries Breedt, designed and created the glass
placement machine robot for the Century Project.



Apex Steel
Apex Steel’s approach to construction is based on strict schedule adherence, accurate cost
control, and a safe, motivated workforce. A leader in the Pacific Northwest, Apex Steel works
with qualified general contractors who share their ambition for a quality, cost-competitive
project. Apex Steel is the structural steel installer for the Century Project.



Safway Group
Safway Group provides scaffolding services throughout the U.S. and Canada for the commercial
construction of bridges, special events and industrial markets. They are fulfilling the unique
scaffold needs of the Century Project.



Fives Lund, LLC
Seattle-based Fives Lund, LLC was founded in 1995 and specializes in the design, procurement,
and manufacturing of extremely high-tolerance mechanical and electromechanical assemblies.
The company is established in numerous industries as a first-class, turnkey, engineering firm
that performs a wide range of services from conceptual design through the testing and
shipment of a final hardware product. For the Century Project, Fives Lund is consulting on the
design and fabrication of the turntable for the rotating glass floor.

OTHER CENTURY PROJECT PARTNERS
Bargreen
Battle Management Consulting
BOLA
BRC Acoustics & Audiovisual Design
Brooklyn Foundry
Builders Hardware
Cite Specific
Concentric Advisors
David Fox
EEI Engineers
FS2
Greg Mayer
Hart Crowser
Holaday-Parks
Holmes Electric
Intertek
Karen L. Braitmayer, FAIA
Mayes Testing Engineers
McCullough Hill
McKinstry
McVey Oakley Design Studio
MKA
Niteo
Novaré
O’Brien & Company
Omega Morgan
Otis
Pacific Rim
Performance Contracting Group (PCG)
Pro-Bel
Pulp Studio
Purcell Painting
RDH
Rowan Williams Davies & Irwin Inc.
Rubenstein
RWDI
Sesame Access
Smith Fire Systems (SFS)
T.A. Kinsman Consulting Company
Thiele Glass
Tuazon
Tuazon Engineering

